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Abstract— The slack time in real-time systems can be used by re-

covery schemes to increase system reliability as well as by frequency
and voltage scaling techniques to save energy. Moreover, the rate of
transient faults (i.e., soft errors caused, for example, by cosmic ray
radiations) also depends on system operating frequency and supply
voltage. Thus, there is an interesting trade-off between system
reliability and energy consumption. This paper first investigates
the effects of frequency and voltage scaling on the fault rate and
proposes two fault rate models based on previously published data.
Then, the effects of energy management on reliability is studied. Our
analysis results show that, energy management through frequency
and voltage scaling could dramatically reduce system reliability,
and ignoring the effects of energy management on the fault rate is
too optimistic and may lead to unsatisfied system reliability.

I. INTRODUCTION

For autonomous critical real-time embedded applications,
such as satellite and surveillance systems, both high level of reli-
ability and low energy consumption are desired. Fault tolerance
through redundancy [13], [18] as well as energy management
through frequency and voltage scaling [17], [26] have been
well studied in the context of real-time systems. However, there
are relatively less research addressing the combination of fault
tolerance and energy management.

Recovery through rollback execution is a cost effective tech-
nique to tolerate transient faults and increase system reliability
by exploring the slack time in real-time systems [18]. With
technology advancement, in addition to being used for temporal
redundancy, slack time can also be used by frequency and
voltage scaling techniques to save energy by reducing system
operating frequency and supply voltage [17], [26]. When more
slack is dedicated to frequency and voltage scaling to save
more energy, less slack is left for fault tolerance, which reduces
the number of possible recoveries and thus reduces system
reliability. Moreover, the rate of transient faults (i.e., soft errors
caused, for example, by cosmic ray radiations) also depends on
system operating frequency and supply voltage [1], [20], [23],
[28], which makes the trade-off between system reliability and
energy consumption more interesting.

Closely Related Work: For a set of independent peri-
odic tasks, using the primary/backup recovery model, Unsal
et al. proposed an energy-aware software-based fault tolerance
scheme, which postpones as much as possible the execution of
backup tasks to minimize the overlap of primary and backup
execution and thus to minimize energy consumption [25]. For
a single application to tolerate one fault, the optimal number of
checkpoints, evenly or unevenly distributed, to achieve minimal
energy consumption was explored for Duplex systems in [15].
Elnozahy et al. proposed an Optimistic TMR (OTMR) scheme
to reduce the energy consumption for traditional TMR systems
by allowing one processing unit to slow down provided that it
can catch up and finish the computation before the application
deadline [6]. The optimal frequency settings for OTMR was

further explored in [27].
Previous research either focused on tolerating fixed number

of faults [6], [15] or assumed constant fault rate [27] when
applying frequency and voltage scaling for energy savings. To
the best of our knowledge, this work is the first attempt to
consider fault rate changes when exploring the trade-off between
reliability and energy consumption in real-time embedded sys-
tems. We first propose two fault rate models related to frequency
and voltage scaling based on previously published data. Then
we study the effects of energy management on reliability.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The appli-
cation, energy and fault models are presented in Section II.
The effects of frequency and voltage scaling on fault rates are
discussed and two fault rate models are proposed in Section III.
Section IV analyzes the trade-off between reliability and energy
consumption. The analytical results are presented and discussed
in Section V and Section VI concludes the paper.

II. MODELS AND PROBLEM DESCRIPTION

A. Application Model

We consider a frame-based real-time application that is
generally characterized by a worst case execution time (WCET),�

, and a deadline, � , which is also the frame size. The
application is executed repeatedly within every frame and we
will focus on the execution of the application within one frame
due to periodicity. For processor with variable frequency, such as
Intel Pentium M processors [4], an application needs more time
when running at lower frequency. For clarification, we assume
that the WCET of an application,

�
, corresponds to executing

the application at the maximum frequency �����
	 . Moreover, we
use normalized frequency and assume � ����	��� . As usual in
real-time systems, we assume that

��� � and the system load
is defined as � ���� . Although we focus on frame based real-
time applications, the framework proposed in this paper can be
easily extended to periodic tasks, as discussed in [15].

Because of memory accesses caused by cache misses, the
speedup of a system may not be linear with increased frequency
[22]. However, for general applications with a reasonable size
cache, the linear relation between speedup and frequency has
very small variations [15]. For simplicity, we assume that
the execution time of an application is linearly related to the
frequency. That is, when frequency is reduced by half, the
execution time doubles1.

B. Power Model and Energy Management

In embedded systems, the power is consumed mainly by the
processor, memory and underlying circuits. While the power

1Notice that this is a conservative model. The execution time of
an application at reduced frequencies will be less than the modeled
time considering that memory latency is independent of the processor
frequency.



consumption is dominated by dynamic power dissipation, which
is quadratically related to supply voltage and linearly related
to frequency [2], the static leakage power cannot be ignored,
especially with increased levels of integration [24]. Thus, the
power consumption � in an embedded system can be modeled
as [27]: � � ���������� �! #"%$&���!$(' (1)�!$ � )&*,+.-0/ � (2)

where ��� is the sleep power (e.g., the power used to maintain
basic circuits, keep the clock running etc., which can only be
removed by turning off the system), �1 #"%$ is the frequency-
independent active power (that consists of the components of
memory and processor power that can be efficiently removed by
putting systems to sleep and is independent of system supply
voltage and frequency [4], [19]) and � $ is the frequency-
dependent active power (that includes processor dynamic power
and any power that depends on system supply voltage and
frequency [2], [24]). �� equals 2 if the system is in sleep state
and �� equals � otherwise2. ) *,+ is the switch capacitance, - is
the supply voltage and � is the frequency.

The system can be put into sleep state after finishing the
computation. However, considering the huge overhead of turn-
ing on/off a system [5], we assume that the system is always
on. That is, the sleep power �&� is always consumed and is not
manageable. Different � � will not affect the absolute energy
savings and, for simplicity, we will ignore the sleep power �3�
(i.e., � � � 2 ) and concentrate on the frequency-independent
active power �! 4".$ and frequency-dependent active power �1$ in
our analysis.

Frequency scaling saves �5$ by reducing frequency without
changing supply voltage [16]. Suppose the fixed supply voltage
is -6����	 (the maximum supply voltage corresponding to � ����	 ).
At frequency � , the system power dissipation is � � �  4".$ �)�*,+.- /�&��	 � and the application needs � +87�98:+ time units. Since
energy is defined as the integral of power over time, the energy
consumption ; to execute the application at frequency � and
voltage - ���
	 is (recall that � is a normalized frequency and� �&��	<�=� ):; � � �! 4".$�� )�*,+.-</���
	 �>' � � � �! 4".$ � � � )�*,+?-0/����	 � (3)

Differentiating Equation 3 with respect to � , we get @(A@ + � 2if �5 #"%$ � 2 . That is, the energy consumption to execute
an application is independent of � if there is no frequency-
independent active power. However, when there is frequency-
independent active power ( �5 4".$CBD2 ), we have @(A@ +=E 2 , and
hence frequency scaling consumes more energy to execute an
application at lower frequencies. Intuitively, when running at
lower frequencies, the application consumes the same amount
of frequency-dependent energy because of linearly decreased
frequency-dependent active power and linearly increased execu-
tion time, but it consumes more frequency-independent energy
with longer execution time.

Voltage scaling reduces the supply voltage for lower fre-
quencies to save energy [17]. Since the circuit delay is almost
linearly related to FG [2], for systems to function correctly, the
operating frequency needs to decrease linearly when supply

2For systems that cannot be put into a sleep state, HI always equals J .
This paper considers only the systems that can be put to a sleep state.

voltage is reduced. Inversely, when an application runs at lower
frequencies, the supply voltage can be reduced linearly. Similar
to frequency, normalized voltages are used and the maximum
supply voltage -K����	 is assumed to be � . Thus, for frequency� , the corresponding supply voltage is -�� �ML - ����	 � � .
Therefore, the energy consumption ; to execute the application
at � and - is:N�O�PRQ  #"%$�SUT *,+.V /(WYX[Z W OMQ  #"%$ Z W S\T *,+ W�/ Z (4)

From Equation 4, we can see that the lower the frequency is,
the lower the supply voltage can be and the less frequency-
dependent energy is consumed. However, more time is needed
by an application and more frequency-independent energy is
consumed. Therefore, there is an energy efficient frequency �]*8*
to minimize the energy consumption [7], [27]. Differentiating
Equation 4 with respect to � , ; is minimized when � *8*\�^_ `]a#b�c/�d]egf . Suppose that the lowest frequency in a system is�%hji8k , we define the minimum energy efficient frequency as�%�  4" �mlon%pYq �.hji8k3rs�%*8*ut . That is, we may be forced to run at
a frequency higher than � *8* to meet the application deadline or
to comply with the lowest frequency limitation, but we should
never run at a frequency below � *8* , since doing so increases
energy consumption. For simplicity, it is assumed that frequency
can be changed continuously3 between �%�  #" , the minimum
energy efficient frequency, and � ���
	 , the maximum frequency.
So does the supply voltage between -K�  #" (corresponding to�%�  4" ) and - ����	 (corresponding to �v����	 ).
C. Fault Model and Problem Description

During the execution of an application, a fault may occur due
to various reasons, such as hardware failures, software errors
and the effect of cosmic ray radiations. Since transient and
intermittent faults occur much more frequently than permanent
faults [3], in this paper, we focus on transient and intermittent
faults, especially the ones caused by cosmic ray radiations, and
explore the temporal redundancy to tolerate them. We assume
that a self-checking fault detection mechanism is used [18].

For a real-time application with WCET
�

and a deadline � ,
the amount of slack time is �xw � . The slack can be used to
either reduce the frequency and/or supply voltage for energy
savings or to schedule recoveries for higher performability,
which is defined as the probability of finishing the application
correctly within its deadline in the presence of faults [12].
Furthermore, as discussed in Section III, the fault rate also
depends on the frequency and supply voltage.

Intuitively, the lower the frequency and supply voltage are,
the less energy is consumed; however, there is less slack time
left for recovery and the performability may decrease. In this
work, considering two different fault rate models related to
frequency and voltage scaling, we analyze the trade-off between
system performability and energy savings.

III. THE EFFECT OF FREQUENCY AND VOLTAGE SCALING

ON FAULT RATES

Transient faults caused by radiations in semiconductor cir-
cuits have been known and well studied since the late 1970s
[28]. When high-energy particles strike a sensitive region in

3For discrete frequency levels, we can use two adjacent levels to
emulate the execution at any frequency [10].



semiconductor devices, a dense track of electron-hole pairs are
deposited. The charge may be collected by pn-junctions via drift
and diffusion mechanisms to form a current pulse and cause a
logic error [11], or to accumulate and exceed the minimum
charge (i.e., the critical charge) required to flip the value stored
in a memory cell [9], [29].

Because it is relatively easy to detect errors in memory and
large areas in microprocessor chips are dedicated to caches and
registers, numerous work has examined the effect of cosmic
ray radiations on memory circuits [9], [21], [29]. Although past
research has shown that logic circuits are less susceptible to
cosmic ray radiations than memory [14], a recent model predicts
that, with technology advancement and reduced feature size, the
fault rate in combinational logic circuits will be comparable to
that of memory elements [23]. There are various factors that
affect the fault rate, such as cosmic ray flux (i.e., number of
particles per area), technology feature size, chip capacity, supply
voltage and operating frequency, and thus, modeling the fault
rate is extremely hard [21], [23], [29].

In this work, we focus on the effects of frequency and voltage
scaling on fault rate changes. We assume that the radiation
induced faults follow a Poisson distribution with an average
fault rate y being determined by system supply voltage and
frequency. For simplicity, no variation of cosmic ray flux or
other factors are considered. That is, for a given supply voltage
and frequency (e.g., -6����	 and � ����	 ), the average fault rate
(e.g., y{z ) is fixed. Hence, for systems running at frequency �
( � �  4" � � � � ����	 ) and voltage - ( -K�  4" � - � -6����	 ), the
general model for the average fault rate can be expressed as:y � �6r - ' � y z L,| � �Kr - ' (5)

where y z is the average fault rate corresponding to -K����	
and �%�&��	 . That is, | � �%����	]r - ����	�' �}� . In what follows,
we consider two different models for the fault rate based on
previously published data: the linearly decreasing fault rate
model for frequency scaling and the exponentially increasing
fault rate model for voltage scaling. However, the framework
for exploring the trade-off between system reliability and energy
consumption proposed in this paper is independent of fault rate
models.

A. Linear Model for Frequency Scaling (with Fixed Voltage)

When the supply voltage is fixed, the fault rate in com-
binational logic circuits [1], [8] as well as memory [23] was
shown to decrease linearly when frequency is reduced. This
comes from the safety margin in clock cycles becoming rela-
tively larger when the frequency decreases [1], [23]. Thus, for
frequency scaling (with fixed supply voltage), the average fault
rate at frequency � can be modeled as:y � �Kr - ' � y � �~' � y{z�L.�~� (6)

where � ( B�2 ) is a constant. When � ��� , the fault rate is
linearly increasing with the frequency.

B. Exponential Model for Voltage Scaling

For different technologies that have different supply voltages,
Seifert et al. examined the fault rate in the family of Alpha
processors due to � particle effects using both simulations
and experiments [20]. Their results showed that fault rates
in these processors (including logic core and cache) increases

exponentially when supply voltage decreases. The same ob-
servation has been shown in [29] for memory. The reason is
that, with reduced supply voltage, the critical charge becomes
smaller which results in exponentially increased fault rate [9],
[23]. Moreover, there are many more lower energy particles
than higher energy particles (e.g., one order of magnitude less
in energy corresponding to 100 times more in the number
of particles) [28]. With smaller critical charge, lower energy
particles could cause an error.

As discussed in Section II, voltage scaling reduces supply
voltage for lower frequencies [17]. We use the conclusions in
[9], [20], [23], [28], [29] to formulate the effects of voltage
scaling on fault rates. At the lowest frequency � �  4" and supply
voltage - �  #" , the average fault rate is assumed to be y~����	 �y z�� 2 $ , where � ( B�2 ) is a constant. When a system runs at
frequency � and corresponding voltage -�� ��L - ����	 � � , the
average fault rate can be expressed as (recall that normalized
frequency and voltage are used):y � �6r - ' � y � �~' � y z�� 2 c,�#�g� fu���� f 7 a#b (7)

That is, reducing the supply voltage for lower frequency results
in exponentially increased fault rates and larger � indicates that
the fault rate is more sensitive to voltage scaling.

IV. TRADE-OFF BETWEEN RELIABILITY AND ENERGY

CONSUMPTION

When a transient fault is detected during the execution of an
application, it can be tolerated by re-executing the application.
The overhead of reloading the application for re-execution is
assumed to be incorporated into the application’s WCET

�
. At

frequency � (
� � ����	 ), the number of re-executions that can be

scheduled within the application deadline � is:� +���� �������w � (8)
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Fig. 1. For an application with Z OD� and � Om� , there are two
recoveries when running at W ����	 O J and one recovery at W O /� .

That is, lower frequencies lead to fewer possible recoveries.
For example, as illustrated in Figure 1, if an application has� ��� and � ��� , two recoveries can be scheduled within the
application deadline at the maximum frequency � ���
	 (Figure
1a). However, when the frequency is reduced to � � /� , only
one recovery is possible (Figure 1b). In the figures, the X-axis
represents time, the Y-axis represents operating frequency, and
the area of a box defines the amount of work needed to execute
the application.

In this work, we assume that an application and its recoveries
run at the same frequency. Considering the probability of the
recoveries being invoked (e.g., one recovery is invoked only if
an application and all the previous recoveries fail), it may be
more energy efficient to run the original execution with a lower
frequency and the recoveries with higher frequencies. We will
explore this point in our future work.



A. The Performability

At frequency � and supply voltage - , the average fault rate
is y � �6r - ' . Assuming that faults follow Poisson distribution, the
probability of having at least one fault during one running of
the application is: � + �=� w\�]���(  +,¡ G�¢?£ f (9)

Thus, when there are
� + recoveries, the performability is:¤ +¥�=� w �Y¦ f.§ F+ ��� wx¨ � w\� ���(  +u¡ G~¢(£ f�©�ª,« f£¬ (10)

where

� ¦ f § F+ is the probability of having fault(s) during every
execution (including the original execution and the

� + recovery
executions).

For frequency scaling, where the supply voltage is fixed,
the average fault rate is modeled as y � �6r - ' � y � �~' � y z � �
( �<B�2 ; see Section III). Thus, the probability of having fault(s)
during one running of the application is

� +��=� w\� ���
® +
¯ £ f �� w°� ���
® � +
¯ �±� . When � � � , we have @[² f@ + � 2 , that is,
� + increases when frequency � decreases. Notice that, lower
frequencies result in fewer number of recoveries (i.e., smaller� + ; see Equation 8). Hence, system performability

¤ + decreases
when frequency � decreases (see Equation 10).

When �³B � , we have @(² f@ + B°2 and

� + decreases when �
decreases. Because of integer limitation on the number of re-
coveries

� + (the floor in Equation 8), different frequencies may
result in the same number of recoveries. For those frequencies,
system performability

¤ + is higher for lower frequencies due to
decreased

� + . However, when lower frequency � leads to fewer
recoveries, system performability

¤ + decreases dramatically
(see the analysis results in Section V).

With voltage scaling, where the supply voltage is reduced
for lower frequencies to save more energy, we have y � �6r - ' �y � �~' � y z�� 2 c,�#�g� fu��g� f 7 a4b ( �UB°2 ; see Section III). From Equation
9, we have @(² f@ + E 2 . That is,

� + increases when frequency �
decreases. Recall that lower frequencies result in fewer number
of recoveries (see Equation 8). Therefore, from Equation 10,
the system performability

¤ + decreases when supply voltage is
reduced for lower frequencies.

B. The Expected Energy Consumption

From Section II, the energy consumption to execute the
application once at frequency � and voltage - is ;<+ �� �! #"%$�� )�*,+v- / �~' � + . Notice that, the original execution needs to
be performed under all circumstances. If the original execution
fails, the first recovery is executed with the probability of

� + ,
which is the probability of having fault(s) during the original
execution. Similarly, the ´�µ·¶ ( ´ �¸� + ) recovery will be executed
with probability

�  + , which is the probability of having fault(s)
during the original execution as well as every previous recovery
execution. Thus, the expected energy consumption is:

;<; +¹� ; +
¦ fº  #» z
�  + � ; + � w

� ¦ f.§ F+� w � + (11)

For frequency scaling, we have -¼�½-~�&��	 and ; +¸�� �  #"%$ � ) *,+ - /����	 �~' � + � �  4".$ � + � ) *,+ - /����	 . Thus, ;¥+ is a
constant when frequency-independent active power �� #"%$ � 2 ;

when �! 4".$¾B�2 , ; + increases when the frequency � to execute
the application decreases. Notice that, in general, � w �6¦ f § F+ ¿ �
and �! 4".$�BÀ2 . From Equation 11, we see that the expected
energy consumption ;<;¥+ increases when � decreases due to
increased ; + and/or increased

� + (see Section IV-A).
Under voltage scaling, if frequency-independent active

power �  #"%$ � 2 , the energy consumption to execute the
application once at frequency � and corresponding voltage -
is ;¾+ �=) *,+ - / � � + �=) *,+.� / � . That is, lower frequencies and
voltages are more energy efficient for executing the applications
once. For the expected energy consumption ;<; + , we have;<;¾+ EÂÁ � +�CÃ ;¾+ , where Á � +�CÃ ;¾+ is the pessimistic estimation
of the expected energy consumption assuming that all recoveries
are executed. Notice that, when the application runs at ���&��	 , we
have ;¾+87�9s: ��) *,+.� /����	 � ��) *,+ � and ;¥+87�98: E ;<;¾+87�9s: .
If
� +� ;¾+ � ;¾+87�98: (i.e., + ^Ä � � ), we have ;<;¥+ E ;<;¾+87�9s: .

That is, when frequency � satisfies � � � �Å^Æ � , regardless
of performability, the expected energy consumption running the
application at � and corresponding voltage - is always less than
that of � �&��	 . When �! 4".$0B�2 or �UB ^Æ � , the expected energy
consumption may increase for lower frequencies and voltages
when the probability of executing the recoveries is rather high
due to fast increased fault rates. This interesting case is further
illustrated in Section V (Figure 3b).

V. ANALYSIS RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this section, we will present some analytical results that
show the significant effects of energy management on performa-
bility by considering fault rate changes caused by frequency and
voltage scaling. First, let us determine some system parameters.
As discussed in Section II, we use normalized frequency and
voltage with � ����	Â�Å� and -6����	��Ç� . Furthermore, we
assume that the maximum frequency-dependent active power is� ����	$ ��)&*,+.- /����	 � ����	<��� and use normalized values for the
frequency-independent active power �5 4".$ . Considering that the
Intel Pentium M processor consumes �.È%É peak power with
sleep power around �(É [4] and that the RAMBUS memory
chip consumes Ê%2.2�Ë É active power with nap power4 ofÊ%2vË É [19], we use the values of 2{Ì 2{ru2{Ì � and 2{Ì Í for �  4".$ .

For the rate of radiation induced faults, the number of 1000
to 100,000 FITs (failure in time, in terms of errors per billion
hours of use) per megabit as a reasonable fault rate range has
been reported, which corresponds to � 2 �±Î to � 2 �±Ï faults per
second on each chip (assuming a 100 megabit chip) and � 2 �6Ï to� 2 � / faults per second in a system [21], [23], [29]. In this work,
we assume that y z��Ð� 2 �6Ï at voltage -6����	 and frequency�%�&��	 . We vary the values of � (as 2{Ì � r � and � 2 , respectively)
and � (as 2{r � r8Í and � respectively) for different changes in
fault rates due to frequency and voltage scaling.

We consider an application that has a deadline � ��� 2%2
time units and the worst case execution time5 � � Ê%2 at the
maximum frequency � ����	 .

4As indicated in [7], it is more energy efficient to put RAMBUS
memory into nap state instead of sleep state because of the long latency
to bring the chip back from sleep to active.

5For different workloads with other values of Z (e.g., Z O�Ñ[Ò
and Z O=Ó�Ò ), similar results are obtained. Instead of presenting load
variations, the focus of our analysis is on different fault rates caused by
frequency and voltage scaling.



A. Frequency Scaling with Linearly Decreased Fault Rates

From Section III, with fixed supply voltage -~���
	x�Ô� ,
the fault rate decreases when frequency decreases, and we
have y � �6r - ' � y z L�� � � � � � 2 �6Ï . Figure 2a shows
( � w performability) for different frequencies with � � 2{Ì � r �
and � 2 , respectively. The results coincide with our analysis
in Section IV, that is, the performability of an application
decreases monotonically when � � � and may increase if lower
frequencies result in the same number of recoveries when �¾B � .
Each sharp jump in the figure reflects one fewer recovery being
scheduled due to lower frequencies. In general, when � is small,
the number of recoveries determines the level of performability
with small variations. However, for larger � (e.g., � �Õ� 2 ),
lower frequencies may result in higher performability for the
same number of recovery sections due to fast decreased fault
rate.
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Fig. 2. Effects of frequency scaling: a. the performability for different
values of × ; b. the expected energy consumption for different frequency-
independent active power

Q  #"%$ .
To see the effects of frequency-independent active power

on the energy consumption under frequency scaling, with fixed� �Õ� (i.e., strict linear relation between the fault rate and
frequency), Figure 2b shows the expected energy consumption
for the application running at different frequencies when �� #"%$ �2 , 2{Ì � and 2{Ì Í , respectively. When there is no frequency-
independent active power (i.e., �  #"%$ � 2 ), the expected energy
consumption is constant since the energy consumption for
original execution is constant (recall that voltage is fixed as- ���
	 �Ø� ) and the probability of executing the recoveries
is rather small (less than 2{Ì 2 �?Ù , see Figure 2a). However,
for the cases of �5 #"%$ � 2YÌ � and �! 4".$ � 2{Ì Í , the expected
energy consumption increases when frequency decreases due to
increased frequency-independent energy consumed. The results
also confirm the analysis in Section IV.

Therefore, we conclude that, when it is possible to efficiently
remove the frequency-independent active power by putting
systems to sleep, scaling down the frequency with fixed supply
voltage increases energy consumption as well as decreases the
performability and should not be employed.

B. Voltage Scaling with Exponentially Increased Fault Rates

To show the significance of fault rate changes on performa-
bility under voltage scaling, we vary the value of � and the
results are shown in Figure 3. Recall that the fault rate under
frequency � and voltage - ( �Ú- ����	 ++ 7�98: � � ) is y � �>' �y{z³L � 2 c,�#�g� fu���� f 7 a#b and y{z �Û� 2 �±Ï . For �  4".$ � 2YÌ � , we have� �  4" ¿ 2YÌ Í � (see Section II). From Figure 3a, we can see
that larger values of � (i.e., faster fault rate increases) lead
to worse performability for lower frequencies. The sharp step

decreases in the performability correspond to one fewer recovery
section being scheduled because of reduced frequency. The
performability for fixed fault rate ( � � 2 ) is much better than
that of variable fault rates (e.g., better than the case of � �=� in
almost � orders of magnitude). Therefore, in general, the number
of recovery sections determines the level of performability and
assuming fixed fault rate ( � � 2 ) when reducing voltages and
frequencies may result in unsatisfied performability.
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Fig. 3. The performability and expected energy consumption for
different values of Ü .

Figure 3b shows the corresponding expected energy con-
sumption for different values of � . In general, when frequency
and voltage decrease, the expected energy consumption de-
creases, which illustrates the trade-off between performability
and expected energy consumption. However, the expected en-
ergy consumption for the case of � ��� increases at lower
frequencies when 2YÌ � 2 � � � 2YÌjÝ � . The abnormality comes
from the high probability (close to � 2.2 Ù when � � 2YÌ � 2 )
of recovery sections being executed when � �Þ� , which
overshadows the energy saved during original execution. The
sharp decreases around � � 2{Ì È[ß comes from no recovery being
scheduled within the application deadline.

The results show the implications of the applicability of
voltage scaling when performability is a major concern. For
example, if the required performability goal is � w � 2 �±à , the
frequency and the corresponding voltage can be reduced to 2YÌ �
when ignoring the effect of voltage scaling on fault rates (i.e.,
assuming � � 2 ). However, when considering fault rate changes
caused by voltage scaling, we can only reduce the frequency
and the corresponding voltage to 2{Ì Ý[á when � ��� or 2YÌ á ß
when � � Í . Thus, the previous work that ignores the effect of
voltage scaling on fault rates is too optimistic and may lead to
unsatisfied performability when reducing frequency and voltage
for energy savings [27].

VI. CONCLUSIONS

This work explores the effects of energy management on
system reliability for real-time embedded systems. In addition
to being used by frequency and voltage scaling to save energy,
the slack time in real-time systems can also be used by roll-
back recovery to increase system reliability. Considering the
rate of transient faults (i.e., soft errors caused, for example,
by cosmic ray radiations) also depends on system operating
frequency and supply voltage, the trade-off between system
reliability and energy consumption becomes more complicated.
As the first attempt to incorporate the effects of frequency and
voltage scaling on fault rates, we consider two fault rate models
based on previously published results, specifically, the linearly
decreasing fault rate model under frequency scaling (with fixed



supply voltage) and the exponentially increasing fault rate model
under voltage scaling (i.e., reducing supply voltage for lower
frequencies).

Our analysis results show that, in general, system reliability
depends largely on the number of recoveries allowed within
an application’s deadline. Under frequency scaling (with fixed
supply voltage), more energy is consumed due to static power
and lower reliability is obtained due to fewer recoveries at lower
frequencies, especially when the fault rate decreases linearly
or sub-linearly with reduced frequency. When the fault rate
decreases super-linearly, lower frequencies result in higher reli-
ability if the same number of recoveries is obtained. For voltage
scaling, energy is saved at the expense of significantly reduced
reliability, especially when the exponential increasing fault rate
model is considered. The expected energy consumption may
increase if the high fault rate at lower frequency and voltage
leads to dramatically high probability of executing the recovery
sections, which overshadows the energy savings obtained via
voltage scaling.

The above conclusions are based on the specific fault rate
models assumed and different fault rate models may lead to
different conclusions. However, the main contribution of this
work is to show that energy management through frequency
and voltage scaling has significant effects on system reliability.
Thus, for critical applications, the goal of saving energy by
reducing system supply voltage and processing frequency must
be carefully weighted with the goal of maintaining a certain
level of reliability. Ignoring the effects of energy management
on fault rate is too optimistic and may lead to unsatisfied
reliability goals.
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